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Many us who use microscopes are interested in the internal
structure or components of three-dimensional objects. Often we
must section these objects to observe these internal components.
For many years, microtomes have been used to make physical
sections, but in recent years confocal microscopes, MR imaging,
CT scanners, and even standard optical microscopes have been
used to obtain "optical" sections. Two-dimensional images of these
different types of sections can be used to extract three-dimensional
quantitative information about the objects and their internal compo-
nents, The sectioning process reduces the observed dimensions of
the object and components. With apologies to Rene Magritte, the
structure portrayed in Figure 1 is not a three-dimensional glomeru-
lus but a two-dimensional profile of a glomerulus. In most cases,
interest is on the structure of the three-dimensional object and not
the structure in the two-dimensional image. Thus, care must be
taken when obtaining and interpreting data from two-dimensional
images [1].

Figure 1. Image of 2-D profile from a 3-D glomerulus

The science of stereology uses information from two-dimen-
sional images of an object to obtain quantitative information about
the three-dimensional structure of that object. In recent years,
there has been confusion as to exactly what is stereology. Some
have confused stereology with morphometry. Morphometryisthe
measurement of form or structure and thus stereology is a subset
of morphometry. Others have confused stereology with the con-
cept of stereoscopy. Stereoscopy uses a pair of two-dimensional
images from the same section, obtained at slightly different angles
(stereo pairs), and fuses the two images into one three-dimensional
image. Three-dimensional reconstruction is another technique
that can be used to obtain three-dimensional information from two-
dimensional samples. After reassembling the 2-D images into a
3-D image, measurements can be made to obtain morphometric
information [2]. Adding to the confusion of "What is stereology?"
are the different definitions found in various dictionaries. At the
International Congress for Stereology held in Melbourne, Australia
In November 1999, there was a discussion on how to unify the
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definition of stereology. The discussion continues to this day.
The word stereology was coined May 11, 1961 by Hans Elias

and several colleagues gathered at Feldbert in the Black Forest
of Germany. The participants at this meeting were from different
fields of study, including biology, material science, and mathemat-
ics. They met to discuss how mathematics could help describe the
structure of biological and material substances. The International
Society for Stereology was founded at that time. As reported in the
first issue of the society's bulletin, "stereology deals with a body of
methods for the exploration of three-dimensionai space, when only
two-dimensional sections through bodies or their projections on a
surface are available," Eiias and his colleagues distinguished this
uniaxial viewing method from stereoscopy, a biaxial viewing method
[3]. E. R. Weibel formalized the following definition in Stersologica!
Methods; "Stereology is a body of mathematical methods relating
three-dimensional parameters defining the structure to two-dimen-
sional measurements obtainable on sections of the structure" [4],

This article briefly describes stereological methods that can
used to obtain morphometric information of three-dimensional ob-
jects and their components by making appropriate measurments
or counts on two-dimensional images of the objects and their
components. The basic parameters measured using stereological
techniques are: 1) volume, a three-dimensional parameter; 2) area
or surface, a two-dimensional parameter; 3) length, a one-dimen-
sional parameter; and 4) number, a zero-dimensionai parameter.
When designing an experiment using stereological methods, it often
is advisable to first measure structural densities of the component
within the object, then measure the volume of the object, and finally
to multiply the component density by the object volume to obtain the
actual volume, surface, length, or number of the component.

1 . Volume Density [Vv(Comp/RS)] is defined as the ratio of
the volume of a component to the volume of the containing object
or reference space. When sections are used for measurments, the
dimension of the component parameter and the dimension of the
reference space have been decreased by one, from the original 3-D
structure. Thus, Vv(Comp/RS) is obtained from the 2-D Image by
determining the ratio of the area of the component profile to the area
of the reference space profile. The volume density is calculated
using the equation, Vv(Comp/RS) = Areac/AreaRS [5]. For example,
W(capillary lumen/glomeruius) could be measured using images
such as Figure 1. When measuring volume density, shape of the
component and reference space, orientation of the component within
the reference space, and sectioning angle are not a problem. This
is not the case when measuring surfaces and lengths, as anisotropy
possibly may produce biased results.

2. Surface Density [Sv(Comp/RS)] is defined as the ratio of
the surface of a component to the volume of the reference space.
Again, in the 2-D image the dimension of the component parameter
and reference space is decreased by one. Thus, the surface of
interest is reduced to a line and the reference space is reduced to
an area. Surface density is measured by determining the amount
of this component line length per area of reference space. It is
calculated using the equation Sv(Comp/RS) = (2 x Lengthc)/AreaRS

[6]. Sv(capillary wall/glomerulus) could be measured using images
such as Figure 1. There is no assumption as to the shape of the
component but unlike volume density, if there is anisotrophic distri-
bution of the component within the reference space, sections cut at
arbitrary sectioning angles may give biased results. To avoid this
bias, the vertical section technique must be used [7].

Continued on Page 16
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3. Length Density [l^(Comp/RS)]istheratioofthe length of
a component to the volume of the reference space. Length density
has meaning only if the component is much ionger than it is wide,
such as a fiber or tubule. Again, the dimension of the component
parameter and reference space is decreased by one in the image.
To measure length density, the number (0 dimension) of component
profiles is counted and the reference area is measured. The equa-
tion to calculate length density is L^Comp/RS) = (2 x Qc)/AreaRS,
where Q,. is the number of component profiles within the reference
area [8]. Lv{capillary/glomerulus) could be measured using images
such as Figure 1. If there is orientation of the component within the
reference space, often a problem with fibers and tubules, biased
results may result unless the vertical slices technique is used to
avoid this bias [9].

4. Number Density [Nv(Comp/RS)] is the ratio of the number
of component particles per reference space and is the most difficult
of the four density parameters to measure. This is because if the
dimension of the number parameter is decreased by 1, a dimen-
sion of-1 results. Thus, the number of particles (components)
within a three-dimensional structure cannot be obtained from
a two-dimensional image!!!. This problem was solved about 15
years ago when the technique known as the disector was first intro-
duced [10]. This technique increases the dimension of the reference
sample by using two parallel sections a known distance apart, thus
generating a three-dimensional sample. To determine the number
of component particles per reference space, a component profile
is counted if it is in one section but not In the other. The equation
used for calculating this parameter is, Nv{Comp/RS) = Qc 1(6 x
AreaR5), where Qc is the number of profiles from components seen
in the first section but not seen in the second section. AreaRS is the
reference area in the first section and d is the distance between
the two sections. Nv(nuclei/glomerulus) could be measured using
pairs of images such as Figure 1 that are one or two microns apart.
Component shape and orientation are not problems when using
the disector. Methods for using optical sections instead of physical
sections have been developed [11].

Understanding the meaning of changes of these density mea-
surements can be difficult. If a density parameter is decreased
in an experimental group verses a control group, it is not known
whether the component is decreased or the volume of the reference
space (object) is increased. Therefore, it is advisable to measure
the volume of the reference space. Cavalieri, in 1620, published
an unbiased method for measuring volume of the reference space
independent of shape or orientation. This technique consists of
obtaining several sections through the reference space, a known
distance apart and measuring the areas of the profiles in the different
sections. The volume is calculated using the equation, VolumeRS

= d x X AreaRS, where d is the distance between the sections and
£AreaRS is the sum of the profile areas [12]. Finally, the product of
the density measurements and the volume of the reference space
results in the appropriate volume, area, length, or number of the
component.

Theoretically, stereological methods are reduced to measuring
areas and lengths and counting the number of component pro-
files on two-dimensional images obtained from three-dimensional
structures. Practically, there are different ways to make these
measurements. If the component can be stained specifically, im-
age analysis systems can quickly determine the appropriate profile
areas, component lengths, and component profile number. If the
component cannot be stained specifically, the researcher can use

image enhancement techniques or semi-manual methods to trace
areas and lengths, and count appropriate profiles [13]. These Image
enhancement and tracing techniques can be quite time consum-
ing. Often a more efficient measuring method is to superimpose
an appropriate counting grid of points and/or lines over the image
[14]. Grid points falling on profiles are counted to estimate areas,
intercepts between grid lines and component lines are counted to
estimate lengths, and number of component profiles is counted when
determining length and number density. Counting between 100 and
200 points, intercepts, or profiles per animal gives sufficient precision
for most biological experiments and takes surprisingly little time [15].
Afollow-up article in a future issue will discuss sampling and meth-
ods for determining the optimal number of animals per experimental
group, blocks per animal, and measurements per animal.

The International Society for Stereology maintains a website
(www.stereologysociety.org), which lists information related to
workshops and future meetings. •
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